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The uses of Delijan Yas Isogam

The uses of Delijan Yas Isogam Buildings’ roofs either flat or slopping, irrigation canals and utilities, buildings’ foundation, pools, dams, stores and cold stores, animal husbandry, poultry farms, tunnels, toilets, industrial basin (small pools).
The features of Delijan Yas Isogam

Prefabricated polymeric waterproof insulation (Isogam) is made of rectified tar, the injection of polymer, and a tissue layer, and a needle polyester layer. After overlapping, these two layers are saturated within rectified tar.

The combinations which are completely rectified and the additives specific to Yas Isogam cause this product to have a proper flexibility so that it may not be melted in hot weather or be fragile in cold weather.

The Advantages of Delijan Yas Isogam

- Its lightness and high strength prevents it from having an additional burden on the roof and causes it to be firm against possible dangers (earthquake, bombardment, destruction,...) and to reduce dangers.
- It is not needed to clear roofs from snow.
- Against cold and hot weather, it has the minimum amount of chemical and physical changes.
- It does not pollute the air.
- It is firm against acids and the penetration of chemical gases and also against UV rays.
- It can be installed very quickly and has noticeably little dangers.
- Because the tar is rectified by special polymer materials, it is not afflicted with decomposition and fragility and has a high flexibility.
- The products are under the cover of entrepreneurial insurance.
- The real guarantee of factory is an assured support for the products of Delijan Yas Isogam Company.
How to keep Isogam Rolls

✓ Isogam rolls must be kept vertically in a dry weather and in roofed storehouses with a temperature of 5°C to 30°C.
✓ If it is not possible to keep Isogam rolls as mentioned above, they must be placed on a pallet and be covered with polyethylene color film.
✓ As much as possible keep them in a dark and closed place. The space among the rolls must be in a manner so that the air can flow and pass among them. They must not be exposed to the direct light of the sun.

شرایط نگهداری رول ایزوگام

✓ رول های ایزوگام بایستی بصورت عمودی در هوای خشک و در انبار مسقف با درجه حرارت 5 تا 30 درجه سانتی‌گراد نگهداری شوند. 
✓ اگر انبار کردن رولها بصورت فوق میسر نبود، بایستی رول ها در روی پالت قرار داده و با فیلم رنگی یا اتیلن روی آنها را پوشاند. 
✓ تا حد امکان رولها در مکانی تاریک و بسته به گونه ای که می‌توان باعث گیرند که جریان هوا بتواند بیان آنها ای کنار هم قرار گیرد. 
✓ از گردآوری آنها در معرض نور مستقیم خورشید خودداری گردد.
Yas Company of Delijan Waterproof Insulation

In 1385, The manufacturing and industrial Yas company of Delijan insulation was established in Markazi province Delijan town, with 20 persons, on a land which is 5000 square metres in area.

At the present time, 30 persons work in this company which keeps and repairs PM systems and has several quality control units and a laboratory. The saloons in which Isogam is produced is about 1000 square metres in area with a capacity of producing 2 million square metres of Isogam. Also, this company has a storehouse which is 900 square metres in area and a storage area (a pool) for storing tar with a capacity of 1500 tons.

Yas waterproof insulation of Delijan as well as having a light weight and proper flexibility against cold weather and a high strength against hot weather, has a high firmness against expansion and contraction and is produced with rectified tar either with an aluminium cover or without cover. Its cotton tissue fiberglass layer causes it to have a high flexible (elastic) strength and its polyester layer with a weight of 120 grams causes tar to be saturated according to standard.

The products of Yas Isogam of Delijan have a wide after-sales services and a credit-worthy insurance which are presented by legal representative’s offices.